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Overview

1.

In a VMware vCloud environment, sometimes a mechanism is required to consistently complete tasks
®
®
outside the scope of VMware vCloud Director™ (VCD). As an example, it might be necessary to
coordinate a sequence of tasks between multiple products or to communicate with external systems.
VMware vCenter™ Orchestrator™ (vCO) can be used in these cases.
vCenter Orchestrator can automate tasks across VMware products, including many of those in the
®
VMware vCloud Suite. vCenter Orchestrator provides a large library of workflows and actions in its base
configuration, and its library grows with each newly installed plug-in. You can build powerful workflows
with little or no knowledge of an API.
The following sections provide example workflows that complement vCloud deployments and enable the
orchestration of multiple products through tight integration at the API level. Although VMware offers other
products with workflow capabilities, these examples are specific to vCenter Orchestrator.

1.1

Audience

This document is primarily intended for people involved in designing, implementing, and operating a
VMware vCloud environment, including workflow developers and testers, vCloud operators, system
administrators, and architects who need to understand automation and integration capabilities.
You should be familiar with the configuration, administration and architecture of the following products:


VMware vCloud Director



VMware vSphere



VMware vCenter Orchestrator

1.2

Scope

The examples contained in this document provide a starting point to demonstrate some of the capabilities
possible when leveraging workflows in a vCloud environment. Many of the examples provided require
additional configuration, customization, and testing before use in a production environment.
These workflows demonstrate the use of provided library content along with custom scripting and
workflows. The plug-ins and their library content are supported by VMware, but the custom content is
provided only as examples, and is not officially supported.
Packages for the workflow examples contained in this document are available for download from VMware
Communities (http://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-20230).

1.3

Launching Workflows

vCenter Orchestrator workflows can be started from any of the following interfaces.


vCenter Orchestrator Client



vSphere Web Client



SOAP API



REST API

© 2012 VMware, Inc. All rights reserved.
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1.3.1 vCenter Orchestrator Client
With the vCenter Orchestrator client application, you can start workflows manually or automatically by
setting a schedule or task. Workflow developers and testers usually start a workflow from the client.
To execute a workflow manually from the client while in Run or Design mode, select the workflow to run,
and use one of the following methods:


Right-click the desired workflow, and select Start workflow.



From the toolbar, click the Start workflow icon (green triangle).



Use a keyboard shortcut, Ctrl+R on Windows or Cmd+R on Mac OS X.

Similarly, to schedule a workflow from the vCenter Orchestrator client, select the workflow, and use one of
the following methods:


Right-click the desired workflow, and select Schedule workflow.



From the toolbar, click the Schedule workflow icon (clock).



Use a keyboard shortcut, Ctrl+S on Windows or Cmd+S on Mac OS X.



Use the Scheduler tab in the left pane of the client to add a new scheduled execution.



Use the Policies tab in the left pane of the client to create a new policy that executes the workflow.

Figure 1. vCenter Orchestrator Client Workflow Toolbar

Policies provide powerful options for starting workflows, using triggers from plug-ins. The following
scenarios show how workflows are started from policy triggers:


Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) plug-in:
1. A trap is received by the plug-in.
2. A plug-in trigger activates an active policy.
3. The policy starts a pre-configured workflow.



Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) plug-in:
1. A notification is received.
2. A plug-in trigger activates an active policy.
3. The policy starts a pre-configured workflow.

You can also launch a workflow directly from an item in the vCenter Orchestrator inventory. For this
option to be available, the workflow developer must set the show in inventory property as a variable
in the presentation section of a workflow, and the type of the variable must match the type of the selected
inventory item.

© 2012 VMware, Inc. All rights reserved.
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To launch a workflow directly from an item in the vCenter Orchestrator inventory
1. Browse the inventory for your object.
2. Right-click an inventory item.
3. Select Run Workflow. Alternatively, if Use contextual menu in inventory is selected under the
Inventory tab in the client preferences dialog box, select a workflow from the list that is displayed.
4. Complete the workflow normally.

1.3.2 vSphere Web Client
As of vSphere 5.1, you can launch vCenter Orchestrator workflows directly from vSphere inventory
objects in the vSphere Web Client. You can access available workflows for an object by right-clicking a
vSphere inventory object and selecting the All vCenter Orchestrator Actions submenu. The list of
available workflows is context-aware and is based on the type of object selected. By default, the
workflows included in the vCenter Server plug-in‘s workflow library are displayed. You can display
additional workflows for a particular object by associating workflows with a vSphere object type. For
information on the configuration of these options, see the VMware vSphere Documentation
(https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-server-pubs.html).

1.3.3 SOAP API
The SOAP API presented by the vCenter Orchestrator server allows external systems to start workflows.
This interface is used by integration developers, service management applications, and web portals. To
learn more about this API, see the VMware vCenter Orchestrator Documentation
(https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/orchestrator_pubs.html).

1.3.4 REST API
In vCenter Orchestrator 5.1 a REST API is presented in addition to the SOAP API. The REST API
enables the execution of workflows and provides additional functionality not available in the SOAP API.
The vSphere Web Client, for example, includes integration with vCenter Orchestrator through the REST
API. For more information on the capabilities of this API, see the VMware vCenter Orchestrator
Documentation (https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/orchestrator_pubs.html).
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Auto-Scaling and Cloud Bursting

2.

This section describes example workflows provided to help build a dynamic infrastructure. These
workflows accompany the concepts discussed in the Scaling Orchestration section of Cloud Bursting.
This example uses F5 Networks load balancers, but you can use or integrate load balances from other
vendors.
These example workflows provide solutions based on building block workflows that can be customized to
fit varying requirements. All the workflows come with source scripts and can be duplicated or edited.

2.1

Prerequisites

The following applications are required to provide the auto cloud scaling and bursting capabilities:


vCloud Director 1.5 or later and associated components.



F5 load balancer with API version 11 or later.



vCenter Orchestrator 5.1 or later.



vCloud Director plug-in for vCenter Orchestrator 1.5 or later.



F5 iControl plug-in for vCenter Orchestrator.

vCloud Director provides the cloud, vCenter Orchestrator provides the automation and integration, and
the F5 Networks components provide the load balancing capabilities. You can use the vCenter
Orchestrator client or the vSphere Web Client 5.1 as the user interface for the workflows.

2.1.1 Auto-Scaling
Auto-scaling is the act of dynamically adding local resources to a service in response to an increase in
demand. This requires designing a vApp with the following characteristics:


The vApp should have one to multiple tiers. The Tier 1 virtual machines likely require a connection to
the load-balanced network. The vApp must have at least one virtual machine in each tier.



The vApp should be designed so that each tier can grow without having to reconfigure the vApp
virtual machine‘s operating system and applications. The alternative is to customize the scaling
workflow to reconfigure these.



The different tiers can be part of the same vApp (distributed) or different vApps. Different vApps allow
for the centralization of a tier. For example, the database can stay on the private cloud.



The Tier 1 virtual machines in the vApp must use a static pool so that IP addresses can be gathered
to add or remove members to the load balancer pools.

2.1.2 Cloud Bursting
Cloud bursting dynamically uses off-premise private or public compute resources in response to an
increase in demand. This requires:


Defining a list of available virtual datacenters (in the same or different clouds).



Making the vApp available as a vApp Template across these virtual datacenters.



A global and local traffic management architecture to make load balancing possible across different
sites.

© 2012 VMware, Inc. All rights reserved.
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2.2

Workflow Folders

The content for this example is contained in the com.vmware.coe.cloudbursting.3.0.package
file.

2.3

Configuration

Configuration guidelines are described in the following sections.

2.3.1 vCloud Director Plug-In for vCenter Orchestrator Configuration
Add a vCloud Director host for each organization requiring auto-scaling and bursting automation. A
shared session must be used with a user who is assigned an organization administrator role. The System
organization must not be used to map multiple private cloud organizations because this affects the result
of the information gathered using the vCloud Director query service in use in the workflows.

2.3.2 F5 iControl Plug-In for vCenter Orchestrator Configuration
This solution uses the F5 Big-IP GTM (Global Traffic Manager) and the F5 Big-IP LTM (Local Traffic
Manager) products to manage the traffic within and between the private and public clouds.
The F5 iControl plug-in is used to modify membership to load balancing pools and to query the iControl
API for traffic monitoring statistics.

2.3.3 Auto-Scaling and Bursting Configuration
The configuration workflows are located in the in the Install – Config folder in the
PSO/vCloud Director Auto scaling and bursting/ directory. Run the workflows in the
following order:
1. First Configuration.
2. Initialize vCD vApp Autoscaling Perspective.
3. Set vApp Autoscaling and bursting settings.
The First Configuration workflow configures:


The load balancer vendor – The upscale and downscale workflows are designed to be configured
workflows for different vendors to perform the required operations on the load balancers. At this date
the out of the box workflows are shipped with the F5 Networks workflows. These workflows are
located in the Vendor specific folder as shown above. It is possible to implement workflows providing
the same functionality for other vendors.



The vApp Template Download Path – The path on the vCenter Orchestrator server where vApp
Templates are downloaded for transfer from one virtual datacenter to another in a different
organization. This path must have enough disk space available. Note that there is no policy set up to
clean the downloaded files. This can be implemented as a separate workflow or external process.
The transfer process takes advantage of already-downloaded files and upload them directly to save a
download over the WAN.

The Initialize vCD vApp Autoscaling Perspective workflow configures the Perspective Web user interface
to grant access permissions to the configuration workflows for a directory service group. It is not
mandatory to use perspectives. Perspectives functionality is replaced by the use of the vCenter
Orchestrator 5.1 or the vSphere Web Client 5.1.
The Set vApp Autoscaling and bursting settings workflow creates a new scaling
configuration or modifies an existing one and prepares the infrastructure.
© 2012 VMware, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Before it can be scaled automatically, a new vApp scaling configuration must be set up
with auto-scaling and bursting configuration parameters, as shown in the following table.
Table 1. Workflow Inputs: Set vApp Autoscaling and Bursting Settings
Workflow Parameter

Description

vApp
vApp

The base vApp to be used for scaling. This parameter
is valid for new configurations only.

Tiers

The number of tiers in this vApp.

Tiers
For each tier: Tier VM.

The virtual machine for this tier, that is, the virtual
machine that provides the HTTP server.

For each tier: Minimum instances.

The minimum number of instances of this virtual
machine. Used when instantiating a new vApp or when
downscaling a vApp.

For each tier: Maximum instances.

The maximum number of instances of this virtual
machine. Used when upscaling a vApp.

For tier 1 only: Ports to make available in the
load balancer.

The ports to be added for each member of the pool.

Bursts

The number of virtual datacenters to burst to.

Bursts
VDC 1 to 5.

The virtual datacenters where new vApp is
instantiated.

Catalog 1 to 5.

The catalog where the vApp Template is placed to
allow for new vApp instantiations. At this point, it is
necessary to have one catalog per virtual datacenter.

Load balancer pool 1 to 5.

The load balancer pool to add and remove members.

vApp Template Transfer Options
Transfer vApp Templates.

Download, upload, and instantiate the vApp Templates
to virtual datacenter in different organizations.

vApp Template Source.

Optional parameter that specifies the vApp Template
used as source during the copy to optimize transfer
performance.

© 2012 VMware, Inc. All rights reserved.
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2.3.4 Auto-Scaling and Bursting Configuration Process
The Set vApp Autoscaling and bursting settings workflow checks whether this vApp already has a scale
and burst configuration. If not, the workflow generates a random identifier for the vApp and records it in
the vApp metadata. Storing the vApp Template Name and a configuration ID in the vApp metadata allows
all the vApps issued from the same template to be found and their scaling configuration to be retrieved.
Using the vApp metadata insures that all the parameters are copied when you:


Add the vApp as a vApp Template to a catalog.



Download the vApp Template as an OVF.



Upload the OVF as a vApp template.



Instantiate the vApp template as a vApp.



Copy or Clone the vApp.

If the vApp is being configured for the first time, the workflow replicates the vApp Template across the
different virtual datacenters in the same organization as the vApp and instantiates a single, undeployed
(not started) vApp. This vApp adds as many virtual machines for each tier as defined by the minimum VM
number setting in the configuration.
The vApp Template is used to add the virtual machines of a given tier to a vApp or to instantiate a new
vApp when necessary.
If the vApp already has a configuration, the workflow updates its configuration elements attribute
properties.
Storing the scaling configuration in Orchestrator configuration elements lets you get or modify a single
configuration for all the deployed vApps and vApp templates issued from the same base vApp.

2.3.5 Configuration of the vApp Template
When the virtual datacenters to burst to are in different organizations or clouds, replicate them, using one
of the following methods:


Manually –Use the download and upload functionality in the vCloud Director User Interface or the
vCloud Connector application. The same vApp Template name must be kept. Once the vApp
template is replicated in all the virtual datacenters to burst to, instantiate the vApp (or deploy it in the
vCloud Director User Interface), and delete the vApp Template it was issued from.



Automatically – Enable the Transfer vApp Templates option. This requires sufficient disk space on
the path set for downloading vApp Templates on the vCenter Orchestrator Server. Once a vApp
template is transferred, other burst virtual datacenters under the same organization get a vApp
template clone to avoid having to transfer again over the WAN.

Then edit the vApp properties using the following procedure.
To edit the vApp properties
1. Connect the virtual machines in the vApp to the appropriate organization networks.
2. Add the vApp to the catalog, keeping the same name.
The templates copied are tracked by name through the query service and then by the vAppTemplate
identifier recorded in the vApp metadata.

© 2012 VMware, Inc. All rights reserved.
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2.4

The Upscaling and Bursting Process

This is the process as implemented by the Upscale and burst a vApp workflow, which allows the use of a
mix of fixed, scale everything, and intelligent scaling modes:


Fixed mode – The workflow allows you to scale a given tier without changing the other tiers.



Scale everything mode – The workflow instantiates a new vApp when reaching the configured
threshold of maximum VMs for a given tier. If the values for maximum instances and minimum
instances are equal, then the workflow scales everything for every upscale.



Intelligent mode – The workflow can scale individual tiers, with some limitations. Scaling the
application or database tier without changing the workflows requires the vApp to be designed so that
the given tier is configured to automatically update and use a new virtual machine when it is added.

2.4.1 Prerequisites
Run the Set vApp Auto scaling and bursting settings workflow to set up the environment with the vApp
template and scale and burst settings.

2.4.2 Input Parameters and Workflow Outline
The following are the workflow input parameters:


A mandatory vApp scaling configuration name (the vApp Template name).



A mandatory tier number to upscale.



An optional preferred virtual datacenter.

Monitoring systems provide different kinds of information to indicate that a vApp must be upscaled.
Typically, the element that needs to be upgraded because it has exceeded specified thresholds is one of
the following:


The virtual machine of a particular vApp – An external monitoring system, for example, can determine
that a virtual machine is not performing as expected. In some cases, the external monitoring system
can provide identifiers such as the virtual machine ‗s IP address.



The vApp or a combination of several vApp instances issued from the same vApp template – For
example, a load balancer pool associated with a particular set of vApp instances tiers can determine
that members of this pool are not performing adequately and then upscale the vApp.



The member address of a load balancer pool or the pool name.

With any of these inputs, it is possible to write a wrapper workflow that looks up what configuration
matches the monitoring system.
By default, vApps are upscaled in the order defined during configuration of the burst virtual datacenters,
but it is also possible to specify the first virtual datacenter to burst to as a parameter. For example, the
monitoring system may be able to identify that additional resources are required, based on the pool
member statistics. The scaling configuration matches a pool with a virtual datacenter, so it is possible to
write a wrapper workflow that uses a pool input, gets the matching virtual datacenter, and passes it to the
Upscale and burst a vApp workflow.
This workflow is designed so that different sections call one other.

© 2012 VMware, Inc. All rights reserved.
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2.4.2.1. Workflow Steps
1. Wait for a single workflow execution. Get scaling and bursting configuration. If a preferred virtual
datacenter is provided as input, set it. Otherwise use the ones in the burst configuration. For each
virtual datacenter:
a. Check to see whether there is a powered-off vApp in this virtual datacenter.
b. If so, try to power it on.
c.

If unsuccessful, upscale an existing vApp that did not reach the maximum number of instances
for a given tier.

d. If there is no vApp available, or if upscaling fails, instantiate and deploy a new vApp.
2. After a new virtual machine or vApp is deployed, get the Tier 1 IP address or addresses, and add
them as members of the load balancer pool that matches the current virtual datacenter.
The Upscale and burst a vApp workflow provided in the package uses workflow notes to break the
workflow into logical sections that are described in detail in the following sections of this document.

2.4.3 The Get vApp Auto scale and burst settings Green Section
The Get vApp Auto scale and burst settings section immediately follows the start element
of the workflow and gets the vApp scaling settings.
Figure 2. Workflow Schema: Get vApp Auto scale and burst settings

© 2012 VMware, Inc. All rights reserved.
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2.4.3.1. Workflow Steps
1. Wait for a single execution.
2. Get the vApp scaling and bursting settings.
3. If a virtual datacenter is provided as input, set it. Otherwise, set the virtual datacenters from the burst
configuration.

2.4.4 The Deploy Powered Off vApp Violet Section
The Deploy Powered Off vApp Violet section checks whether there is a powered off vApp that can be
powered on before adding new virtual machines (upscaling) or adding vApps (scaling out). If there is a
powered off vApp, this section deploys it.
Figure 3. Workflow Schema: Deploy Powered Off vApp

2.4.4.1. Workflow Steps
1. For each bursting virtual datacenter, get the current virtual datacenter and the powered-off vApps with
a matching vApp Template name and ID.
2. Get one of these vApps, and deploy it.
3. If successful, go to the Get vApp tier 1 IPs workflow (last item of the yellow section).
4. If no vApp is powered on, go to the cyan blue section to upscale a vApp.
2.4.4.2. Error Handling
If a given vApp cannot be deployed, deploy the next available vApp. If there are no more vApps, get the
vApps from the next configured burst virtual datacenter.

© 2012 VMware, Inc. All rights reserved.
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2.4.4.3. Logs


Information : "Check for available powered off vApps".



Information : "Deploying vApp [vAppName] in VDC [virtual datacenter
name]".



If a vApp cannot be deployed, log a warning that contains "Failed to deploy vApp" along with
the error received.

2.4.5 The Scale a vApp Cyan Blue Section
The Scale a vApp cyan blue section of the workflow upscales a vApp by checking the virtual machine tier,
getting the vApp Template virtual machine for this tier, verifying that the number of virtual machine
instances for a given tier did not reach the maximum defined in the auto-scale and burst settings, and
adding a template virtual machine to the vApp. If the virtual machine is Tier 1, the virtual machine IP
addresses are collected to be added as new members of the load balancer pool.
Figure 4. Workflow Schema: Scale a vApp

2.4.5.1. Workflow Steps
1. For each bursting virtual datacenter, get powered-on vApps.
2. Try to upscale the vApp as detailed above.
3. If successful, go to the get vApp Tier 1 IPs workflow.
4. If the maximum number of virtual machine instances has been reached, add the vApp to a blacklist.
5. If no vApp can be upscaled, go to the instantiate a new vApp workflow.

© 2012 VMware, Inc. All rights reserved.
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2.4.5.2. Logs


Information: "Searching for vApp Instances to upscale in [virtual
datacenter name] "



Information : "Unable to scale up the vApp: vApp [vApp.name] has the
maximum number of tier [tiers] VMs, checking for other vApps instances"

2.4.5.3. Error Handling
If a vApp cannot be upscaled, attempt to upscale the next available vApp. If there are no more vApps, get
the vApps from the next configured burst virtual datacenter.

2.4.6 Instantiate a New vApp Yellow Section
The Instantiate a New vApp section of the workflow tries, for a given virtual datacenter, to instantiate a
new vApp from the vApp template that matches the vApp template name and identifier defined in the
auto-scale and burst settings. If, for any reason, the instantiation fails, the workflow tries to instantiate it in
the next virtual datacenter, in the burst order. The vApp name is generated automatically, based on the
name of the existing vApp..
Figure 5. Workflow Schema: Instantiate a New vApp

2.4.6.1. Workflow Steps
For each bursting virtual datacenter:
1. Instantiate another vApp:
a. Generate a new vApp name.
b. Instantiate the vApp.
c.

Deploy the vApp.

d. Add as many virtual machines as are set in the minimum number of instances.
2. If the Instantiate another vApp action succeeds, exit the loop to the Get vApp Tier 1 VM IPs section.
3. If not, try from another virtual datacenter.
If the instantiation could not be done in any of the virtual datacenters, fail. In the case the virtual
datacenter was the one provided as input parameter, go back to start of workflow to attempt the different
operations with the burst virtual datacenters.
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2.4.6.2. Error Handling
If a vApp instantiation fails, instantiate from the next available virtual datacenter.
2.4.6.3. Logs


Information : "Attempting to burst to VDC [virtual datacenter name]";



Warning: "Failed to instantiate vApp Template in VDC [virtual datacenter
name]";



If the vApp cannot be instantiated in any virtual datacenter: "Found no VDC to burst to !"

2.4.7 The Get vApp Tier 1 IPs Workflow
The Get vApp Tier 1 IPs workflow is a single workflow at the end of the yellow section. Its output consists
of the IP addresses of the Tier 1 virtual machines from a powered-on vApp, an upscaled vApp, or a newly
instantiated and powered-on vApp. When completed, it goes to the Add members to the LB section.

2.4.8 The Add members to the LB Section
The Add members to the LB section of the workflow adds members to the load balancer pool. The new
members are the Tier 1 virtual machine IP addresses of newly added virtual machines and powered-on or
newly instantiated vApps in the pool defined in the vApp scale and burst configuration.
Figure 6. Workflow Schema: Add members to the LB

2.4.8.1. Workflow Steps
1. Get the vApp parent virtual datacenter and match it with the load balancer pool from the
configuration.
2. Add members to pool:
a. Connect to the load balancer.
b. Get the load balancer pool.
c.

For each IP and for each port, add a member to the pool.

2.4.8.2. Error Handling
If adding members to the pool fails for any reason go to the error handling section.
2.4.8.3. Logs
Information: "Adding IP : [VM IP] port : [VM Port]"
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2.4.9 The Error Handling Section
If adding a member to the pool fails, the remedy is to undo the changes:


If the vApp was deployed (powered on), undeploy it.



If the vApp was instantiated, delete the vApp, and raise an exception.



If a virtual machine was added to an existing vApp, undeploy it, delete the virtual machine, and raise
an exception.

2.4.9.1. Logs
Error : "Failed to add members to the load balancer" and the error coming from the add
members to plug-in workflow or the underlying F5 iControl plug-in.
Information : "Undeployed vApp [vApp name]
Information : "Deleting VM [virtual machine name] "
Information : "Undeployed vApp [vApp name] and deleting it !"
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Figure 7. Workflow Schema: Error Handling
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2.5

The Downscaling and Unbursting Process

This is the process as implemented by the Downscale and unburst a vApp workflow. This workflow is
similar to the Upscale and burst a vApp workflow but mostly implements the opposite operations.

2.5.1 Prerequisites
You must run the Set vApp Auto scaling and bursting settings workflow to set up the environment with the
vApp Template and the scale and burst settings.

2.5.2 Input Parameters and Workflow Outline
The Workflow input parameters are the same as in the Upscale and burst a vApp workflow:


A mandatory vApp scaling configuration name (the vApp Template name).



A mandatory tier number to upscale.



An optional preferred virtual datacenter.

The same wrapper workflows can be used to control the upscale and downscale workflows from the
monitoring systems.
By default, the downscaling process downscales the vApps in the order of the burst virtual datacenters
that have been defined during the configuration, but it is possible to provide as a parameter the first virtual
datacenter in which the downscale should occur. One difference with the upscaling workflow is that vApps
are not powered off. In this implementation, they are downscaled or deleted right away, to limit disk space
usage. Also, the downscaling process keeps at least one vApp in each burst virtual datacenters to
maintain the overall service resiliency.
This workflow is designed so that different sections call one other.
2.5.2.1. Workflow Steps
1. Wait for a single workflow execution.
2. Get scaling and bursting configuration.
3. If a preferred virtual datacenter was provided as input set it otherwise use the ones in the burst
configuration. For each of these virtual datacenters:
a. Downscale an existing vApp that did not reach the minimum number of instances for a given tier
by deleting a virtual machine for a given tier.
b. If no vAPP is available, or if downscaling fails, undeploy and delete a vApp.
4. Before the virtual machine or vApp has been deleted, get the Tier 1 IP addresses, and remove them
as members of the load balancer pool matching the current virtual datacenter.
2.5.2.2. Error Handling
If undeploying or deleting a vApp virtual machine, or if a vApp fails, try the operation on the next available
vApp.
If removing members from a pool fails, there is no particular remedy. Undeploying and deleting the virtual
machine or vApp effectively removes the resource, leaving the member in the pool but with an
unavailable status. The member is eventually reassigned to a newly-provisioned vApp virtual machine.
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2.5.2.3. Logs
Information : "Check for vApps to downscale"
Information : "Undeploying and deleting VM [virtual machine name] from vApp [vApp
name]"
Information : "vApp [vApp name] has [VM instance Nb] tier [tier number] VMs, which is
under or equal to the minimum. Skipping"
Warning : "Failed to remove a member"
Warning : "Failed to undeploy or delete VM [virtual machine name] from vApp [vApp
name]"
Information : "No vApp available for being downscaled"
Information : "Undeploying and deleting vApp [vApp name]"
Warning: "Only one vApp left : [vApp name] , impossible to downscale without removing
the service"

2.6

Autoscaling and Bursting a vApp

Several ways to control autoscaling and bursting of a vApp are described in this section. All require the
upscale and downscale workflows to be triggered from a monitoring system:


Pull – vCenter Orchestrator checks an external monitoring system to determine whether upscaling or
downscaling is required.



Push – The monitoring system can provide enough information to Orchestrator or to an application
that then talks to Orchestrator. vCenter Orchestrator can use any of the following mechanisms to start
a workflow:
o

The SOAP web service – to start the workflows directly.

o

The REST web service – to start the workflows directly.

o

The AMQP plug-in – to trigger a workflow when consuming a message that has been published
on an AMQP message bus.

o

The SNMP plug-in – to trigger a workflow when receiving an SNMP trap.
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2.6.1 Pull Implementation Example
This example shows how to upscale a vApp when the number of current connections on a web server
goes above a threshold and then downscale a vApp when that number falls below another threshold.
To retrieve the members above and below a current connections threshold, use the F5 iControl plug-in by
creating a workflow that contains the following script to query the load balance pool statistics:
var localLBPoolMemberStatistics = pool.getMemberStatistics();
var membersAboveMaxConnectionThreshold = new Array();
var membersBelowMinConnectionThreshold = new Array();
for each (var localLBPoolMemberStatistic in localLBPoolMemberStatistics) {
var localLBPoolMemberStatisticEntries =
localLBPoolMemberStatistic.getStatistics();
for each (var localLBPoolMemberStatisticEntry in
localLBPoolMemberStatisticEntries) {
var ipPort = localLBPoolMemberStatisticEntry.getMember();
var commonStatistics = localLBPoolMemberStatisticEntry.getStatistics();
for each (var commonStatistic in commonStatistics) {
System.log(ipPort.getAddress() + "\t" + commonStatistic.getType() + "\t" +
commonStatistic.getValue().getLow() + "\t" +
commonStatistic.getValue().getHigh());
if (commonStatistic.getType() =="STATISTIC_SERVER_SIDE_CURRENT_CONNECTIONS")

{

var currentConnections = commonStatistic.getValue().getLow();
if (currentConnections >= connectionMaxThreshold)
membersAboveMaxConnectionThreshold.push(ipPort.getAddress());
if (currentConnections <= connectionMinThreshold)
membersBelowMinConnectionThreshold.push(ipPort.getAddress());
}
}
}
}

The Autoscale a vApp workflow in the PSO/vCloud Director Auto scaling and
bursting/Policy/F5 folder uses the preceding technical workflow to trigger the vApp upscaling and
downscaling.
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Figure 8. Workflow Schema: Autoscale a vApp
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2.6.2 Input Parameters and Workflow Outline
The Workflow input parameters are:


The vApp name.



The current connection‘s maximum threshold.



The current connection‘s maximum threshold.

2.6.2.1. Workflow Steps
1. Get scaling configuration.
2. Get matching pool and member statistics for each burst virtual datacenter.
3. If more members are above the maximum current connections, start the Upscale and burst workflow,
specifying the virtual datacenter in which to upscale.
4. If more members fall below the current connections, start the Downscale and unburst workflow,
specifying the virtual datacenter in which to downscale.
Note: This workflow was tested on virtual datacenters in the United States and Europe. The global load
balancer was configured to use the closest datacenter to the end user, and it successfully added
resources where needed.
Polling periodically for the number of current sessions may be a good key performance indicator (KPI) or
not, depending on the application and its usage. If the sessions are maintained for a long time, then it
may be appropriate. If this number can increase and decrease dramatically during each period, then it
may not.

2.6.3 Push implementation Example
Some monitoring systems can call other systems, based on defined alarm rules. The
advantage of the push system is that it sends alerts when needed, unlike the pull system,
which may check when not needed yet not check when needed.
In this example, the F5 load balancer is configured to send SNMP alerts when the
average server latency remains above or below one second for five minutes.
Figure 9. F5 SNMP Alert Rule Example

The parsing of the strings in Figure 9 is used to start either an upscale or a downscale workflow. The
vCenter Orchestrator SNMP plug-in can be configured with the load balancer hosts and have a policy
listening for new traps, the script for which is shown below:
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System.log("Agent: " + event.getValue("agent"));
var key = event.getValue("key");
var snmpResult = SnmpService.retrievePolicyData(key);
// Get data as Array of Properties
var data =
System.getModule("com.vmware.library.snmp").processSnmpResult(snmpResult);
System.log("Enterprise: " + snmpResult.enterprise);
// Log data
System.getModule("com.vmware.library.snmp").logResult(data);
for each (var element in data) {
if (element.get("snmpType") == "Octet String") {
var value = element.get("value");
var ipPort = value.substring(value.indexOf("pool-member") + 12,
value.length).split(" ")[0];
var ip = ipPort.split(":")[0];
var port = ipPort.split(":")[1];
System.log("ip : " + ip);
System.log("port : " + port);

1) {

if (value.indexOf("Workload-Analytics Average Server Latency below") > -

//Downscaling
var workflowToLaunch = Server.getWorkflowWithId("7e81523f-1478-4b088a86-eb77b194c322");
if (workflowToLaunch == null) {
throw "Workflow not found";
}
var workflowParameters = new Properties();
workflowParameters.put("ip",ip);
workflowParameters.put("port",port);
var wfToken = workflowToLaunch.execute(workflowParameters);
}

1) {

if (value.indexOf("Workload-Analytics Average Server Latency above") > -

//upscaling
var workflowToLaunch = Server.getWorkflowWithId("ae871d09-1bf5-40859505-c7281d0977d3");
if (workflowToLaunch == null) {
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throw "Workflow not found";
}
var workflowParameters = new Properties();
workflowParameters.put("ip",ip);
workflowParameters.put("port",port);
var wfToken = workflowToLaunch.execute(workflowParameters);
}
}
}

The Upscale and burst a vApp and Downscale and Unburst a vApp both take the vApp name, tier, and
virtual datacenter to burst to as inputs. The SNMP trap allows the IP address and port of the member
server latency to be retrieved, so two wrapper workflows are used.
The following example depicts the wrapper workflow for the upscale provided in the
PSO/vCloud Director Auto scaling and bursting/Policy/SNMP folder:
Figure 10. Workflow Schema: Upscale and burst a vApp (member IP and port input)

2.6.3.1. Workflow Steps
1. Get an F5 iControl member object from the IP and port.
2. If found, get the Pool from the member, if not log and exit.
3. Get the autoscale configuration name from the pool.
4. Start the upscale and burst workflow.
In the provided workflow, a preferred virtual datacenter is not passed as a parameter because it is
optional and because a single pool is used in the test environment. It is possible, with an additional step
in the workflow, to get the virtual datacenter that matches a given pool in the configuration to add capacity
in priority where server latency is degraded and to remove capacity where it goes above expected
performance.
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Triggering Workflows with vCloud Notifications

3.

vCenter Orchestrator fully supports responding to blocked tasks and notification messages with callbacks
and callouts to external systems through the vCloud Director, AMQP, and other product-specific plug-ins.
This can be implemented using a combination of library building block workflows and custom workflows to
accomplish the following tasks:
1. Configure the AMQP broker to route messages to a given queue.
2. Listen for incoming messages.
3. Consume the messages and extract relevant information.
4. Trigger workflows using the extracted information.
Figure 11. vCenter Orchestrator as a vCloud Director Extension

The vCloud Director notification package implements this mechanism, using workflows and policies that
serve as a base that you can expand upon.

3.1

Prerequisites

The notification package uses the following components:


vCenter Orchestrator 5.1 Server



vCenter Orchestrator 5.1 Client



vCloud Director 5.1



vCenter Orchestrator vCloud Director 5.1 plug-in



vCenter Orchestrator AMQP 1.01 plug-in



vCenter Orchestrator Microsoft Active Directory 1.01 plug-in



vCenter Orchestrator Mail plug-in



Compatible AMQP Serve, such as RabbitMQ 2.0 and later



vSphere 5.1 Server (Optional – UI alternative)



vCenter Orchestrator Perspective plug-in (Optional – UI alternative)
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3.2

Workflow Folders

The content for this example is contained in the com.vmware.coe.vcd51.notifications.package
file.
The end-user-facing workflows are located in the PSO/vCloud Director notifications folder.
These workflows are discussed in sections 3.3 and 3.4.

3.3

Workflow: Create a vCloud Director notification subscription

The Create a vCloud Director notification subscription workflow is the main workflow that creates the
necessary configurations and integration between vCloud Director, AMQP, vCenter Orchestrator, and the
systems it orchestrates. This workflow should be used to fill a queue with messages that match specific
properties that can be used to start a specified workflow.
The end user of the workflow is the vCloud System administrator.
Figure 12. Workflow Schema: Create a vCloud Director notification subscription

3.3.1 Workflow Inputs
The Create a vCloud Director notification subscription workflow has a set of reduced inputs to configure
AMQP and a set of necessary inputs to create all possible combinations of message filtering.
The following table provides information about the inputs used to configure AMQP.
Table 2. AMQP Setup Inputs: Create a vCloud Director notification subscription
Input Name

Detail

Queue and subscription name

The name to be used to name the queue and the subscription,
such as vApp Deletion Approval.

vCloud Director Host

The vCloud Director host producing messages to the AMQP
server.

AMQP password

The password used for authentication to the AMQP server.

Create broker/Choose broker

Option to add an AMQP broker in the vCenter Orchestrator
inventory or to choose an existing broker.

The username and other AMQP configuration items are gathered from the AMQP settings on the
specified vCloud Director host. To be able read these settings, you must have configured the specified
vCloud Director host object with System Administrator level access. For more information on the
configuration of AMQP in vCloud Director, see ―vCloud Managing and Monitoring Examples‖ in
Implementation Examples.
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The filter policy inputs are used to determine which messages published by vCloud Director to include in
the subscription and to use to trigger a specified workflow. Each filter type can be enabled or disabled.


Enabled filter types allow the selection of a specific value. This indicates that only messages that
match the value for that type should be included.



Disabled filter types indicate that all messages matching that type should be included.

The following table describes the inputs used to generate the filter policy.
Table 3. Filter Policy Inputs: Create a vCloud Director notification subscription
Input Name

Detail

Operation success

Filter messages on operation success (true/false).

Organization

Filter messages on the organization. (Select an organization
from the inventory.)

User

Filter messages on the user who started the event that
generated the message. (Select a user from the inventory.)

Blocking task operation type

Filter messages that apply to a given blocking task operation
type. (Select a blocking task type from the ones that have been
enabled in the vCloud Director blocking tasks configuration.)

Event type

Filter messages that apply to a given event type.
Select an event type from the list of supported event types, such
as com/vmware/vcloud/event/catalog/create.
If a blocking task operation type is selected, the list includes only
events related to blocking tasks.

Entity type

Filter messages that apply to a given entity type. The list of
supported entity types is provided in
Table 4.

Entity

Filter messages that apply to the selected entity object.

Table 4. Filter Policy Input Entity Types
Entity Type

Description

vcloud:blockingTask

A blocking task.

vcloud:catalog

An organization virtual datacenter catalog attached to an
organization.

vcloud:catalogitem

A catalog item (linking to a media or a vApp template).

vcloud:datastore

A datastore attached to a vSphere host (Admin extension object).
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Entity Type

Description

vcloud:disk

A disk attached to a vApp virtual machine.

vcloud:gateway

A gateway attached to an admin virtual datacenter (Admin object).

vcloud:group

A group attached to an admin organization (Admin object).

vcloud:host

A vSphere host (Admin extension object).

vcloud:licenseReport

A licensing report (Admin Extension object).

vcloud:media

An ISO or floppy image attached to a virtual datacenter.

vcloud:network

A vApp network or an organization virtual datacenter network or an
external network (Admin object).

vcloud:networkpool

A network pool attached to a provider virtual datacenter (Admin
object).

vcloud:organization

An organization.

vcloud:providervdc

A provider virtual datacenter (Admin object).

vcloud:lr.providervdcstorageclass

A storage profile attached to a provider virtual datacenter (Admin
object).

vcloud:right

A user right (Admin object).

vcloud:role

A user role (Admin object).

vcloud:strandedItem

A stranded item (Admin Extension object).

vcloud:task

A task attached to its parent object.

vcloud:user

An user attached to an organization (Admin object).

vcloud:vapp

A vApp attached to a virtual datacenter.

vcloud:vapptemplate

A vApp template attached to a virtual datacenter.

vcloud:vdc

A virtual datacenter attached to an organization.

vcloud:lr.vdcstorageClass

A storage profile attached to a virtual datacenter.

vcloud:vimserver

A vSphere server (Admin extension object).

vcloud:vm

A virtual machine attached to a vApp.
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Table 5. Workflow Input: Create a vCloud Director Notification Subscription
Input Name

Detail

Workflow

The workflow to start when getting a message that matches all
of the previous filters.

If the workflow has input parameters that match the name or type of the objects referenced in the
message, then the input parameter is assigned when the workflow is started. This functionality is provided
by the Workflow runner workflow described in section 3.5, Process Notifications and Trigger Workflows.

3.3.2 Workflow Overview
The workflow contains the following elements:


Create Routing Key.



Configure vCloud Director AMQP Subscription (workflow).



Set Custom Properties.

3.3.2.1. Create Routing Key
The filter policy inputs are used to generate a routing key. Routing keys define which messages received
by an exchange to route to the queue. The routing key is used when the queue is bound to the exchange.
It is a required parameter for the Configure vCloud Director AMQP Subscription workflow. The vCloud
notification messages routing key has the following format:
<operationSuccess>.<entityUUID>.<orgUUID>.<userUUID>.<subType1>.<subType2>
...<subTypeN>.[taskName]
Depending on the chosen filter policy inputs, each segment in the routing key generated by the
createRoutingKey action can include a specific type or ―#‖ as a wild card character. For additional
information on routing keys and exchange routing, see ―vCloud Managing and Monitoring Examples‖ in
Implementation Examples and the RabbitMQ Documentation
(http://www.rabbitmq.com/documentation.html).
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3.3.2.2. Workflow: Configure vCloud Director AMQP Subscription
This workflow configures the AMQP server to handle a given message type.
Table 6. Workflow Steps: Configure vCloud Director AMQP Subscription
Step

Detail

1. Get the AMQP configuration.

Get the AMQP configuration from the specified vCloud Director
host, including AMQP host name, port, virtual host, user name,
exchange name, and SSL setting.

2. Add a broker.

Add an AMQP broker or use an existing one.

3. Declare an exchange.

Declare an exchange for the configured broker. The exchange
type is topic, to match the vCloud Director routing format. New
exchanges are set to be durable and to not auto-delete.

4. Declare a queue.

Declare a queue using the provided queue name. New queues
are set to be durable, not exclusive, and to not auto-delete.

5. Bind.

Bind the declared queue to the exchange by providing the
routing key generated from the inputted filter policy.

6. Subscribe to queues.

Allows the AMQP plug-in to receive message updates on new
messages.

This workflow creates broker and subscription inventory objects that are saved and reloaded
automatically when the vCenter Orchestrator server is restarted.
3.3.2.3. Set Custom Properties
The subscription object is set with custom properties that match all of the input parameter settings. These
are used to view the properties of a subscription in a human readable form and also to pass required
parameters to the workflow used by the AMQP policy.
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3.4

Workflow: Create a vCloud Director notification policy

The Create a vCloud Director notification policy workflow creates a policy listening for new messages of a
given subscription.
Figure 13. Workflow Schema: Create a vCloud Director Notification Policy

3.4.1 Workflow Inputs
Inputs for the Create a vCloud Director notification policy workflow are listed in the following table:
Table 7. Workflow Inputs: Create a vCloud Director Notification Policy
Input Name

Detail

Subscription

The subscription that was created with the Create a vCloud Director Notification
Subscription workflow.

Start right away

Enable the policy to receive messages when submitting the workflow.

Auto start

Automatically starts the policy when the vCenter Operations service is started.

3.4.2 Workflow Steps
1. Create a policy from the Handle vCloud Director message notifications policy template included in the
package, and set the subscription to which this policy should apply. The policy has the same name as
the subscription name.
2. Start the policy if the Start right away option was selected.
3. Set the policy to start automatically when the server starts if the auto start option was selected.
After it is submitted, the policy is displayed in the Policy tab, where it can be stopped or started. The
policy also provides logs of the messages received for that subscription.
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3.5

Process Notifications and Trigger Workflows

The Handle vCloud Director message notifications policy and the Workflow Runner workflow elements
from the package are used to process incoming messages and trigger workflows.
Figure 14. Policy Element: Handle vCloud Director message notifications

The AMQP plug-in provides the ability to add a policy element to a policy with a type of
AMQP:subscription and an OnMessage trigger event. The Handle vCloud Director message
notifications policy is set up to start a workflow that processes a received message. The policy uses a
script to start the Workflow Runner workflow with the subscription object that received the message and
the message body passed in as input parameters.
Figure 15. Workflow Schema: Workflow Runner

The Workflow Runner workflow has the following main steps:
1. Read properties of the subscription.
2. Convert message contents into objects.
One parameter passed to this workflow is the subscription object that received the message. The Create
a vCloud Director notification subscription workflow sets custom properties on the subscription objects
that it creates. One custom property set on the subscription is the workflow to trigger. Another custom
property is the vCloud Director host that published the message.
The Workflow Runner workflow reads these custom properties to determine which workflow to trigger in
response to the received message and which parameters to pass in to the workflow. Using the vCloud
Director host custom property, the Workflow Runner converts the references in the message received by
the subscription into objects that match input parameters for the workflow. Finally, the Workflow Runner
triggers the workflow.
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Because the Workflow Runner can process any type of message, it can set various input parameters.The
following table describes the input parameter types that the Workflow Runner can set.
Table 8. Input Parameter Types Set by Workflow Runner
Parameter Type

Requirement

Organization

Input must be of type vcloud:Organization.

Notification type

Input must to be of type vcloud:EventType.

Operation success

Input must be specifically named operationSuccess.

User

Input must be of type vcloud:User.

Entity

Input must be of one of the types listed in
Table 4 for the example named entityCatalog and/or with a
type of vcloud:Catalog.

TaskOwner

Input must be of one of the types listed in
Table 4, for the example named taskOwnerCatalog and/or
with a type of vcloud:Catalog.

BlockingTask

Input must be of type vcloud:BlockingTask.

Task

Input must be of type vcloud:Task.

The consumed message can be produced by a vCloud Director notification or by a vCloud Director
blocking task. The notification is used to trigger a workflow after an event happens. The blocking task is
used to trigger a workflow before an event happens.

3.6

Triggered Workflow Examples

Examples of workflows to be triggered by the notifications and blocking tasks are provided as part of the
package and are located in the PSO/vCloud Director notifications/Workflow samples to
be triggered by the policies folder.
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Table 9. Workflow Samples to be Triggered
Workflow

Description

Log all

Log all the output parameters passed by the Workflow Runner.
This is useful to check what information can be obtained from a
given event in order to create a workflow with the matching
inputs.

Approve vApp (Simple)

Used for handling Instantiate vApp from Template blocking task.

Approve vApp (AD)

Used for handling Instantiate vApp from Template blocking task.
(Adds the ability to add a computer account to an organization
unit in Active Directory that matches the vCloud Director
organization name.).

Customize VM names and IP

Upon deployment of new vApp set custom vApp virtual machine
names and IP address. Used for handling Instantiate vApp from
Template blocking task.

Approve Build vApp

Used for handling the Build New vApp blocking task.

Approve Add Move or Delete VM
from vApp

Used for handling the Add, Move or Delete Virtual Machine from
vApp blocking task.

Approve modify VM Configuration

Used for handling the Modify Virtual Machine Configuration
blocking task.

Approve Delete vApp

Used for handling Delete vApp blocking task.

To use the approval workflows, you must first run the Customization Config workflow in the
PSO/vCloud Director notifications/Install – Config folder. This workflow creates or
updates a configuration element named vCloud Director vApp approval. It provides the following
configuration settings:


General settings – Reject email template content.



Approval information:





o

Option to have organization administrators be the approvers.

o

LDAP group for the approvers.

o

Organizations that do not require approval.

Workflow Settings:
o

Number of hours before sending last notice.

o

Blocking task default time out (in days).

Active Directory Organization Unit – Parent organization units for creating new organization units.
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3.6.1 Example of a Workflow Approval: Approve vApp (Simple)
The Approve vApp (Simple) workflow is a good example of the different mechanisms involved to gather
information from blocking tasks, make decisions, and then take action.
Figure 16. Workflow Schema: Approve vApp (Simple)

The Workflow Runner workflow automatically populates the input parameters listed in the following table.
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Table 10. Workflow Inputs: Approve vApp (Simple)
Parameter

Detail

vApp

The vApp to be approved.

user

The user who provisioned the vApp.

blockingTask

The blocking task for the vApp instantiation.

3.6.1.1. Workflow Steps
1. Change the blocking task timeout to the one set in the configuration (to avoid timeout of the blocking
task before it can be handled).
2. Get as much information as possible on the vApp and its child virtual machines. Because the vApp
does not exist yet its object may not contain all of the expected information. This information is
compiled in a content attribute.
3. Set an email subject to "vApp Request [vAppName] has been requested by user [username]".
4. Check if this organization was set for auto approval. If so, resume the blocking task.
5. If the organization is not set for auto approval, set the approvers (either a single email or set to use
the organization administrators, and get their email addresses).
6. Send a notification email for the approval. The approval can be done from the vCenter Orchestrator
client or from the vSphere Web Client.
7. Generate a user interaction waiting for approval.
8. Send a last notice email if the user interaction times out. Fail the blocking task if the last notice email
was previously sent.
9. If the user interaction is approved then resume the blocking task. Otherwise fail the blocking task.
The other approval workflows are built on the same base.
3.6.1.2. Error Handling
Avoid a looping situation where the triggered workflow generates a message that triggers the workflow
again. There are different techniques for avoiding this problem:


The workflow might have started the vCloud operation using a different user, so the triggered
workflow should resume the blocking task when the user configured for vCenter Orchestrator in
vCloud Director is used.



Use metadata to set a defined key value pair on the task that should be resumed if blocked, and
check incoming tasks for it.

The package also contains a helper category that contains the following useful workflows:


Abort, fail, or resume all blocking tasks – Allows unblocking all tasks for a given vCloud Director host
at the same time.



Remove all AMQP brokers – Remove all brokers that have been added in the vCenter Orchestrator
inventory.



Remove a vCloud Director notification subscription – Delete a subscription and all of its queues.
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Automated Import of Virtual Machines to vCloud
Director

4.

The vCloud Director UI allows the import of vSphere virtual machines as a vApp to an organization virtual
datacenter. After importing, additional configuration tasks are required for these virtual machines to
operate such as connecting them to the appropriate networks. This process involves several steps for
each virtual machine. In the private vCloud context, importing a large number of virtual machines in a
short time is not possible without providing some automation.
The following implementation of workflows enables the processing of a large number of imports and
configuration by:


Selecting a vCenter resource pool or virtual machine folder that contains virtual machines.



Creating vCloud Director external networks and organization virtual datacenter networks required for
the virtual machines the resource pool or virtual machine folder contains.



Importing each virtual machine as a vApp.



Configuring the virtual machine network cards with a network directly connected to the created
organization virtual datacenter network.



Powering on the vApp.

4.1

Prerequisites

The Mass VM Import package leverages the following components:


vCenter Orchestrator 5.1 Server.



vCenter Orchestrator 5.1 Client.



vCloud Director 5.1.



vSphere 5.1 Server.



vCenter Orchestrator vCloud Director 5.1 plug-in.

Before being imported, the source virtual machines must be powered off.
vCloud Director has specific configuration requirements to support the use of this package. These
requirements include the following:


The vCenter managing the virtual machines to be imported must be attached, and it must be attached
only to the vCloud host in which the virtual machines are to be imported.



A provider virtual datacenter must be created in the same vCenter to enable virtual machines to be
reconnected to their original networks.



The provider virtual datacenter should be linked to a resource pool from the same cluster as the one
where the virtual machines are hosted to avoid cluster-to-cluster migrations and to provide network
consistency. It should also preferably use a storage profile containing the datastores used by the
virtual machines to avoid datastore to datastore migrations.



vCloud Director should be configured with at least one organization and its organization virtual
datacenter should be partitioned from the created provider virtual datacenter. Optionally, the
organization virtual datacenter may have organization virtual datacenter networks of type Direct
connected to external networks using the same vCenter networks and distributed virtual port groups
as the one connected to the virtual machines being imported.
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4.2

Usage

Because these workflows can potentially be used on a very large number of virtual machines, it is
recommended to perform import tests on small number of test virtual machines, to confirm that the import
process is working as expected, and tune the parameters.
For example, moving the virtual machines can improve the process time dramatically if the virtual
machines do not need to be migrated, but it mitigates recoverability. The optimum number of concurrent
imports changes depending on the vSphere infrastructure.

4.3

Workflow Folders

The content for this example is in the com.vmware.coe.vcd51.import.vcenterVMs.package file.
The end-user-facing workflows are located in the PSO/Import VMs in vCloud folder.
The technical workflows started by the end-user workflows are located in the
PSO/Import VMs in vCloud/Helpers folder.

4.4

Choose Virtual Machines to Import

The Import a resource pool VMs to a virtual data center and Import a folder virtual machines to a virtual
data center workflows are the two end-user-facing workflows that import virtual machines as vApps. They
can be started from the vCenter Orchestrator client or from the vSphere Web Client. It is also possible to
configure the vSphere Web Client to make these workflows display in a contextual menu on a resource
pool or virtual machine folder directly in the vSphere inventory.
Figure 17. Workflow Schema: Import a resource pool VMs to a virtual data center

Figure 18. Workflow Schema: Import a folder virtual machines to a virtual data center
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4.4.1 Workflow Inputs and Outputs
The Import a resource pool VMs to a virtual data center and Import a folder virtual machines to a virtual
data center workflows have nearly identical inputs. The destination and options sections are identical, and
the source section varies based upon the selected workflow:






Source:
o

Virtual Machine folder or Resource pool – The vCenter container for the virtual machines to be
imported (mandatory input).

o

Include sub folders or Include VMs from child Resource pools – Include virtual machines in
sub-containers recursively.

Destination:
o

Virtual Data Center – The created vApp is placed in this datacenter (mandatory input)

o

Storage Profile – If set, the vApp is placed on the datastores defined in the specified storage
profile.

Options:
o

Import VMs with networks that cannot be reconnected – If set to no the virtual machines that
have networks that do not have an organization virtual datacenter network mapping to an external
network are not imported. If set to yes these virtual machines are imported and have network
cards that are not connected to any network.

o

Deploy the vApp – Configure the virtual machines to be powered on.

o

Power On the vApp – Start the virtual machines in the vApp.

o

Move VMs – Migrate virtual machines instead of making a copy. Setting this option to yes
dramatically reduces the duration of the import when the virtual machine is not moving to a new
datastore. Setting this option to no makes a copy of the original virtual machine, thus allowing
you to revert back using the original virtual machine in case there is an issue using the imported
one.

o

Number of concurrent imports – The number of imports started from vCloud Director in
parallel. Because vCenter is able to run a number of tasks issued from different imports this can
speed up the overall import process. If the value is set too high it can either slow down disk
accesses or does not make any changes because vCenter queues the additional operations.

The workflow outputs are vApps – The vCloud vApps resulting from the import of the vCenter virtual
machines.

4.4.2 Workflow Steps
The workflows are mainly wrappers that simplify the virtual machine selection. They have nearly identical
steps:


Get all the virtual machines from the resource pool or virtual machine folder (including child virtual
machines if the option was set).



Start the Import VMs to VDC workflow with all of the inputs passed in as parameters with the
exception of the virtual machine container (virtual machine folder or resource pool), which is replaced
by the list of virtual machines.
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4.5

Workflow: Import VMs to VDC

The Import VMs to VDC workflow prepares the inputs, starts the imports in parallel, and reports on the
imports when finished.
Figure 19. Workflow Schema: Import VMs to VDC

4.5.1 Workflow Inputs
The Import VMs to VDC workflow has the same inputs as the wrapper workflows in section 4.4, but has a
list of virtual machines in the source section instead of a resource pool or a virtual machine folder.

4.5.2 Workflow Steps
1. Get all of the vCloud host‘s vCenter Servers.
2. Find the vCenter Server that hosts the virtual machines to import.
3. Prepare the main loop for starting individual virtual machine import.
4. For each virtual machine, start the Import a VM with remapping networks workflow.
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5. Check on the number of concurrent workflows started. If less than or equal to the number of
concurrent import, check if any has completed, and report on its status. Then if there are more virtual
machines to import, import a new virtual machine. If not, sleep 10 seconds before checking again the
number of concurrent workflows started.
6. After all imports have been started wait until they are all completed.
7. Set the vApps output

4.5.3 Error Handling and Logs


If the vCenter hosting the virtual machines to be imported is not found, then fail the workflow with the
error ‖vCenter [vCenter name] must be added to vCloud Director [vCloud url]‖.



When a virtual machine import completes successfully: ―Import of VM [VM name] completed".



When a virtual machine import fails: ―Import of VM [VM name] failed".



When a virtual machine import is cancelled: ―Import of VM [VM name] cancelled".

Errors and reported information are written in the workflow‘s events for logging purposes.

4.6

Workflow: Import a VM with remapping networks

The Import a VM with remapping networks workflow is the core workflow that does the import and
network reconfiguration. This workflow‘s executions provide technical details on the import operations.
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Figure 20. Workflow Schema: Import a VM with remapping networks

Note:

The Prepare wire element follows the getVAppNetworksVApp element in the workflow schema.
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4.6.1 Workflow Inputs
Table 11. Workflow Inputs: Import a VM with remapping networks
Parameter

Description

server

The vCenter server that was found hosting these virtual
machines.

vdc

The destination virtual datacenter.

storageProfile

The storage profile, if any was selected.

powerOn

Power on the vApp.

deploy

Deploy the vApp to be powered on.

moveSource

Move the virtual machine or clone it.

vCenterVm

The virtual machine to be imported.

importWithoutNetworkMapping

Import the virtual machine if some of its networks have no
organization virtual datacenter network connected to the
external network that matches the virtual machine network.

4.6.2 Workflow Steps
1. Create a mapping to associate organization virtual datacenter networks to external network
references.
2. Create a mapping to associate virtual machine network references to network adapter number.
3. Create a mapping to associate virtual machine networks references to the organization virtual
datacenter networks, using the mappings in the first two steps.
4. If all of the virtual machine networks are not successfully mapped to an organization virtual
datacenter network, and if the importWithoutNetworkMapping option is not set, the workflow
fails. Otherwise, it continues.
5. Get the vCenter virtual machine reference.
6. Set the vApp name, virtual machine name as the same as the imported virtual machine. Set the
description as Imported by vCO [date and time].
7. Run the library workflow Import a virtual machine as a vApp.
8. Get the vApp networks.
9. Get the virtual machine in the vApp, and get the network card adapters and the name of the
organization virtual datacenter networks to which it should be linked.
10. For each network adapter, disconnect the virtual machine from the vApp networks created by vCloud
Director during import by running a simplified version of the library workflow Wire a virtual machine
network.
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11. Delete existing vApp networks by running the Delete a vApp network library workflow.
12. Get the list of unique organization networks that need to be added to the vApp as vApp networks from
the virtual machine networks references to the organization virtual datacenter networks mapping.
13. Add these vApp networks by running a simplified version of the library workflow Add a vApp network.
14. For each network adapter connect the virtual machine to the newly created vApp networks by running
a simplified version of the library workflow Wire a virtual machine network.
15. If the Deploy option was set to yes deploy the vApp by passing the powerOn parameter. Otherwise
skip the deploy process.
16. Set the vApp output.

4.7

Create vCloud Director Networks Workflows

The Create external networks and organization VDC networks from resource pool VMs and Create
external networks and organization VDC networks from a VM folder workflows are used to create network
objects in vCloud Director.
Reconnecting the virtual machines to their networks requires the creation of an external network and a
virtual datacenter network. These two end-user-facing workflows require user interaction to configure
specific external network settings.
Figure 21. Workflow Schema: Create external networks and organization VDC networks from
resource pool VMs

Figure 22. Workflow Schema: Create external networks and organization VDC networks from a VM
folder
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4.7.1 Workflow Inputs
These workflows have a nearly identical set of inputs. The destination section is identical, and the source
section varies based upon the selected workflow:




Source:
o

Virtual Machine folder or Resource pool –The vCenter container for the virtual machines to be
imported (mandatory input).

o

Include sub folders or Include VMs from child Resource pools – Include virtual machines in
sub-containers recursively.

Destination:
o

Virtual Data Center – The created vApp is placed in this datacenter (mandatory input).

4.7.2 Workflow Steps
These workflows are mainly wrappers that simplify the selection of virtual machines. They have the same
steps:
1. Get all the virtual machines—including child virtual machines if the option was set—from the resource
pool or virtual machine folder.
2. Start the Create external networks and organization VDC networks from VMs list workflow, and pass
all of the inputs except the VM container parameter as input parameters.
3. Replace the VM container parameter with a list of virtual machines.

4.8

Workflow: Create external networks and organization VDC
networks from VMs list

The Create external networks and organization VDC networks from VMs list workflow prepares the inputs
and starts the workflow that creates the external networks and matching organization virtual datacenter
networks.
Figure 23. Workflow Schema: Create external networks and organization VDC networks from VMs
list
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4.8.1 Workflow Inputs
Table 12. Workflow Inputs: Create external networks and organization VDC networks from VMs list
Parameter

Description

vdc

The destination virtual datacenter.

vCenterVmsToImport

The list of virtual machines.

4.8.2 Workflow Steps
1. Get all of the vCloud host's vCenter Servers.
2. Find the vCenter Server that hosts the virtual machines to import.
3. Get the list of all virtual machines network references.
4. Get the list of the external networks references that back the organization virtual datacenter networks.
5. Match the two lists to find the external networks that should be created.
6. For each of these run the Add external network and organization virtual datacenter network workflow.

4.9

Workflow: Add external network and org VDC network

Add external network and org VDC network is the core workflow that creates the external networks and
matching organization virtual datacenter networks. This workflow is started by the Create external
networks and org VDC networks from VMs list workflow.
Figure 24. Workflow Schema: Add external network and org VDC network
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4.9.1 Workflow Inputs
Table 13. Workflow Inputs: Add external network and org VDC network
Parameter

Description

networkName

The name to be used to name the external network.

vdc

The destination virtual datacenter.

vimServer

The vCenter server managing the network to be used for the
external network.

networkPortgroupMoRef

The reference to the vCenter network or DV port group to be
used to create the external network.

4.9.2 Workflow Steps
1. Set the inputs for the library workflows such as VCD host, network names and descriptions, and set if
the network is port group-based.
2. Invoke a user interaction with the following inputs:


External network name and description (default name and description provided, names can be
edited).



External network specification including:



o

Network mask (mandatory).

o

Default gateway (mandatory).

o

Primary DNS.

o

Secondary DNS.

o

DNS suffix.

o

Address pool for static IP allocation (mandatory).

Organization virtual datacenter network:
o

Name.

o

Description.

o

Share this network with other virtual datacenters.



Run the Add an External Network workflow from the library.



Run the Add an Organization VDC Network workflow from the library.

User interaction is needed because some of the parameters, such as the IP address pool, cannot be
determined automatically.
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5.

vCloud vApp Provisioning

The Custom Deploy vApp workflow is an example of a custom workflow built from library items and
additional scripting. It provides a single call workflow that is capable of instantiating a vApp template from
vCloud Director (VCD) and performing a number of operations on the resulting vApp before actually
deploying and powering it on.
These operations include:
1. Check organization for vApp name to see if it already exists in any virtual datacenters. If so, append
number until unique.
2. Instantiate, but do not deploy or power on immediately.
3. Add organization virtual datacenter network, if needed.
4. Apply custom naming convention to each virtual machine in the vApp.
5. Base virtual machine name on vApp name.
6. Customize the guest OS customization script.
7. Specify IP address for virtual machine.
8. Create computer account in specific organization unit (OU) of Active Directory.
9. Add specified domain\user to local administrators group.
10. Connect virtual machine to network.
11. Change system hard disk size.
12. Add extra disk to virtual machine.
13. Modify the virtual machine CPU count.
14. Modify the virtual machine memory.
15. Deploy vApp.
The Custom Deploy vApp workflow is illustrated in the following figure.
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Figure 25. Workflow Schema: Custom Deploy vApp

5.1

Prerequisites

The Custom Deploy vApp package uses the following components:


vCenter Orchestrator 5.1.



vCloud Director 5.1.



vCloud Director 5.1 plug-in for vCenter Orchestrator.



Active Directory plug-in for vCenter Orchestrator.

A functional vCloud Director environment should be available with one or more vApp templates that
contain at least one Windows virtual machine, all of which should be configured as discussed throughout
this section.
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5.2

Usage

The workflow is intended to be an example and starting point for vCloud Director deployments that
require additional features and control. Although the workflow may be called directly using the vCenter
Orchestrator client or the vCenter Web Client, it is recommended to call the workflow via third-party
connectors using a vCO web service (SOAP or REST) or the vSphere Web Client.

5.3

Workflow Folders

The content for this example is contained in the
com.vmware.coe.vcd51.vapp.customdeploy.package file.
The end-user-facing workflow is located in the PSO/Library/VCD/vApp folder.

5.4

Workflow Inputs and Outputs

The following tables describe the inputs and outputs used by this workflow.
Table 14. Workflow Inputs: Custom Deploy vApp
Parameter

Description

vappTemplate

The source vApp template to be deployed.

vdc

The destination virtual datacenter.

name

The new vApp name.

description

vApp description.

runtimeLeaseHours

Number of hours for the runtime lease.

storageLeaseHours

Number of hours for the storage lease.

connectVMtoNetwork

Whether to connect the virtual machine(s) to a network.

vmNetwork

The network to which virtual machines should be connected.

ipAddressAllocationMode

IP address allocation type, such as manual, DHCP, pool.

vmIP

Static IP address manually assigned if IP address allocation mode is
set to Manual and a programmatic method of assigning addresses is
not coded.

ou

Organizational Unit to which new Windows virtual machine(s) should
be added. The ou parameter lets you associate the new virtual
machine(s) with an OU domain.
This input field is hidden because vCloud Director 5.1 lets you
specify an OU in which computer accounts can be created. The
input and supporting code is not removed, though, because it can be
beneficial for use cases that require programmatically determining
the OU for computer accounts.
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Parameter

Description

domainName

Domain name of user account to be added as local administrator of
Windows virtual machine.

username

Username to be added as local administrator of Windows virtual
machine.

postDeployWaitTime

Sleep time at end of workflow to allow for guest OS customization to
complete.

changeSystemDiskSize

Whether to change the system disk size.
Note: Requires that fast provisioning be disabled on the target
virtual datacenter.

newSystemDiskSize

If system disk is to be resized, new size in MB.

addDataDisk

Whether to add an additional disk.

dataDiskSize

If addDataDisk is true, size of new disk in MB.

setCPUCount

Whether to set a new CPU count.

newCPUCount

If setCPUCount is true, the new CPU count.

changeMemory

Whether to set new memory.

newMemorySize

If changeMemory is true, the new memory size in MB.

vmnamesAsvappName

Whether virtual machine names should be based on the vApp
Name. If not, a custom naming convention is used.

Table 15. Workflow Outputs: Custom Deploy vApp
Parameter

Description

vAppOut

The new vApp created by the workflow.

vAppURL

The vCloud Director API URL (or HREF) of the newly created vApp.
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5.5

Workflow Overview

The following sections describe the main steps performed by the Custom Deploy vApp workflow.

5.5.1 Initialize and Instantiate
As part of the Initialization process, the vApp name is checked for uniqueness. Each vApp must have a
unique name within an organization. The Initialization scriptable task builds a list of vApp names that
already exist in the organization. The requested vApp name is checked against this list to see whether it
is unique. If the name already exists, a numeric value is appended and incremented until a unique variant
of the requested name is obtained. After a unique vApp name has been identified, the vApp is
instantiated.
When the vApp is instantiated, access to the child virtual machines becomes available. Access to virtual
machine objects allows properties and settings of each virtual machine to be modified as desired.
Keeping the virtual machines undeployed and powered off allows custom modifications to take place
before the VCD Deploy process applies customizations. This piece of the custom workflow uses the VCD
Library workflow, Instantiate a vApp template.

5.5.2 Process VMs and Deploy vApp
This section starts by checking to see if the organization virtual datacenter network has been added to the
vApp, and adds it if necessary. This allows for a later step to connect the virtual machine to the network.
Next, the workflow retrieves all of the virtual machines from the newly instantiated vApp and prepares a
loop to process the virtual machines. After the loop has completed, the internal state of the vApp is
updated and the outputs are set. Finally, the vApp is deployed.
The final step of the workflow is to deploy the customized vApp. This last part of the workflow uses the
VCD Library workflow Deploy a vApp. Deploying and Powering on the vApp applies the customizations to
the guest OS as specified throughout the earlier parts of the workflow. This process may take 10-20
minutes to fully complete so a Sleep box has been added to the end of the workflow to prevent the
workflow from actually completing until the specified amount of time (15 min by default) has lapsed. This
delay time is available as an input option to the workflow.

5.5.3 Loop Through Each VM in vApp
This section processes the loop through each virtual machine. It checks to see if there are additional
virtual machines to process. If there are, it sets the current virtual machine, performs custom naming
operations and passes on to the Active Directory Handler.
5.5.3.1. Apply Custom Naming Convention to Each VM in the vApp
At the start of the workflow, especially when being called via the API, the number of child virtual machines
is unknown. This makes it quite challenging to provide user-supplied names or other per-VM properties to
the virtual machines prior to deployment. A programmatic method of generating virtual machines names
can be developed that matches client requirements. For demonstration purposes, the custom naming
convention applied in the example workflow is as follows:
<OS Initial><4 digit number><First initial of organization name><First initial of
virtual datacenter name>

In this naming convention, <OS Initial> is either W for Windows or L for non-Windows. The four-digit
number begins at 0001 and is incremented if the final virtual machine name is discovered to already exist
in the target organization. The final two parts of the name are the upper-case first initial of the
organization and virtual datacenter respectively. For relevant scripting, see the VM Customization
scriptable task of the sample workflow.
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5.5.3.2. Base VM Name on vApp Name
In many cases where a single virtual machine is all that each vApp contains, it is desirable to give the
virtual machine the same name as the vApp. This allows for user-specified names upon request, an
option not easily available for multi-virtual machine vApps. The example workflow auto-adds a numeric
suffix to the virtual machine name if the name is found to already exist in the organization. For relevant
scripting, see the VM Customization scriptable task of the sample workflow.)
5.5.3.3. Customize the Guest OS Customization Script
vCloud Director lets you specify a guest OS customization script on each virtual machine. The custom
script runs on the virtual machine upon deployment, after the general Sysprep and hardware
customization have taken place. This is similar to the RunOnce commands of a Windows Sysprep
operation. Using vCenter Orchestrator, you can establish variables in this customization script to be
substituted at workflow run time. An example of this is demonstrated in section 5.5.3.4, Add Specified
Domain\User to Local Administrators Group. For relevant scripting, see the VM Customization scriptable
task of the sample workflow.
5.5.3.4. Add Specified Domain\User to Local Administrators Group
You can use the guest OS customization script to add a domain\user account to the Local Administrators
group of Windows virtual machines that are joined to a domain.
To add a domain\user account to the Local Administrators group of Windows virtual machines
that are joined to a domain
1. Configure the VCD organizations to Enable domain join for virtual machines in this organization,
specifying appropriate domain and credentials.
2. Specify the domain in full format, such as vmware.com, rather than the NetBIOS form of vmware.
This setting is located under the Organization > Administration > Settings > Guest
Personalization page of the vCloud Director UI.
3. Prepare the vApp template with one or more Windows virtual machines that have had the Guest OS
Customization tab of their properties properly populated. Use the following settings:


Enable guest customization – Selected.



Change SID – Selected.



Password Reset – As desired.



Join Domain – Populated as desired using either the domain configured for the organization or
specified domain and credentials.



An appropriately formatted customization script. The following is a sample used in a custom
workflow:
if '%1%' == 'postcustomization' (net localgroup administrators
@domain@\\@username@ /add)
The variables @domain@ and @username@ are replaced at workflow execution time. For
scripting details, see the VM Customization scriptable task of the sample workflow.
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5.5.4 Active Directory Handler
Many organizations are looking at vCloud Director for corporate uses where Active Directory is in place
and used to apply group policies and permissions. In most cases, the organizations prefer to have new
computer accounts created in specific organizational units (OU) rather than the default Computers
container to which newly joined computers are added. This piece of the sample workflow uses the Create
Computer in organizational unit Active Directory plug-in library workflow if an OU is specified and the
virtual machine being processed is a Windows virtual machine.

5.5.5 Custom IP Handler
When you deploy a single virtual machine with MANUAL IP Addressing Mode, the workflow allows you to
specify the static IP address to use. It may often be desirable simply to use POOL or DHCP because
those methods are safe to use both with virtual machine vApps that use single virtual machines and those
that use multiple virtual machines. The sample workflow codes IP handling for user-specified IP address
at this time, but you can replace or modify the Scriptable Task handling manual assignment to call a thirdparty script or IPAM plug-in to retrieve and assign a managed IP address. For scripting details, see the
Set Custom IP scriptable task of the sample workflow.

5.5.6 Network Handler
The sample workflow provides the option of connecting a virtual machine to an organization network. For
demonstration purposes, the first NIC of the virtual machine is connected to the specified network. All
virtual machines should have at least one NIC when captured to template. Additionally, when preparing
the vApp template for this custom workflow demo, set the network connection to None, and remove any
networks in the vApp so that the resulting vApp has a clean networking diagram after the custom deploy.
This piece of the sample workflow uses the Wire a virtual machine network VCD Library workflow.

5.5.7 Disk Handler
Many organizations require the ability to change their system disk size at deployment time. Although the
VCD API does allow for this, and a workflow exists and is incorporated into the sample provided here, it
may not be ideal because of the VCD fast provisioning option, which uses linked clones. If fast
provisioning is enabled on the virtual datacenter where a vApp is being deployed, and the request
specifies resizing the system disk, the workflow is configured to catch the exception generated by the
failure to resize the disk, log it, and continue with the next step of the workflow. This piece of the sample
workflow uses the Change hard disk capacity VCD Library workflow.
Most virtual machines used as vApp templates have a limited number of base hard disks, where the OS
and base applications are installed. A common request has been the ability to add an additional disk at
the time of request. The sample workflow has this feature built-in. This piece of the sample workflow uses
the Add a hard disk VCD Library workflow. The disk, however, is only presented to the guest OS, it is not
partitioned or formatted. This in-guest operation requires additional scripting for the requester to partition
and format the new disk as desired.

5.5.8 CPU Handler
Base virtual machines may have only one or two CPUs while stored as templates. A common
requirement is the ability to modify the CPU count upon initial vApp request. This piece of the sample
workflow uses the Change the number of CPUs VCD Library workflow.
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5.5.9 Memory Handler
Base virtual machines may have limited memory while stored as templates. A common requirement is the
ability to modify the memory upon initial vApp request. This piece of the sample workflow uses the
Change memory capacity VCD Library workflow.
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6.

Additional Resources

The examples provided in this document are intended to demonstrate some of the capabilities of using
orchestration in a vCloud environment. While they provide a starting point, further exploration and
maturation of orchestration within your environment are important elements in its evolution.
The following resources are useful to further explore the capabilities and benefits of orchestration and to
facilitate the automation of processes within your environment.


vCenter Orchestrator Community
vCenter Orchestrator has a robust and active online community that can be a helpful resource for
additional workflow examples and community-based support for custom workflows that you develop
for your environment. Link to the vCenter Orchestrator community:
(http://communities.vmware.com/community/vmtn/server/vcenter/orchestrator).
Packages for the workflow examples contained in this document are available for download from the
following location: http://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-20230



VMware Solution Exchange
The VMware Solution Exchange (VSX) is a virtualization and cloud infrastructure marketplace that
provides a variety of resources, including vCO plug-ins. The plug-ins described in this document, and
additional plug-ins that may be useful in your environment, are available for download from the
VMware Solution Exchange:
(https://solutionexchange.vmware.com/store/category_groups/datacenter/categories/vmware-vcenterorchestrator).



VMware vCenter Orchestrator Blog
The official blog for vCenter Orchestrator provides useful information on product releases and usage,
including new and updated plug-ins. See the vCenter Orchestrator blog:
(http://blogs.vmware.com/orchestrator).
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Appendix A: Custom Workflow Development Guidelines
Providing customized workflows to an internal or an external customer follows a typical software
development lifecycle, with specific vCloud orchestration requirements and design guidelines for setting
up the environments and managing the content lifecycle.

Workflow Development Lifecycle
The workflow development lifecycle provides a custom workflow solution based on the customer‘s
requirements.

Requirements Gathering
Requirements gathering involves interviewing the customer about project characteristics such as
planning, budget, scope, prioritization, and constraints as well as some vCloud specific technical
requirements, such as:


The operations to automate, which must be defined, documented, reliable, and repeatable.



The system environment, including the external system to integrate and the relevant interfaces.



The data flows.



The users and roles.

Functional Specifications and Effort Estimate
The functional specifications and level of effort estimate consist of a restatement of the requirements,
matched to a high-level, workflows-based implementation and an effort estimate for each resulting task.
You can break the tasks down into milestones to fit to the project‘s characteristics. All of this must be
documented, and the customer must sign off on it. For external customers, translate effort to cost, and
include the estimate with the functional specifications in a Statement of Work (SOW).

Design
Upon agreement between the customer and the delivery team, the delivery team designs the solution
following the high-level implementation defined in the functional specification. This consists of architecting
how the different elements of the solution work together with the external systems, the use of existing
components such as plug-ins and workflows, and the development of custom components.

Development
Development consists of breaking down the different development tasks and assigning them to available
development resources, who create the elements of the solution.

Test
Testing involves verifying that the solution is reliable and conforms to the functional specifications.
Testing requires setting up an environment that simulates the target environment.

Implementation
The solution implementation consists of installing and configuring the solution in a pre-production or
production environment or both and demonstrating that it works as expected.
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Support
The solution support consists of handling support requests, verifying that the solution conforms to the
specification, and, if not, troubleshooting and providing bug fixes to the customer.

Orchestration Content Lifecycle
The orchestration content lifecycle is the process of staging the elements of the solution from
development to test, test to pre-production, and pre-production to production.
Figure 26. Orchestration Content Lifecycle

Packages are used for exporting content from one Orchestrator server to another. Packages can contain
workflows, policies, actions, web views, configurations, and resources. Packages or their individual
elements or both, can also be synchronized directly from one server to another one as long as the
servers are interconnected.
At creation time, packages manage dependencies between package elements by adding missing
elements automatically. During a package import, the server analyzes and displays differences and lets
the administrator choose which elements to import. Packages use X509 certificates to monitor which
users export and redistribute elements.
After a package meets the required quality criteria for a release, export and store it, either on a backed-up
file system or on a repository vCenter Orchestrator server, that is, a server used specifically for storing
packages. At export time to the file system, there are options to do the following:


Encrypt the package.



Set Digital Rights management to prevent the customer who import the package from seeing the
JavaScript code or modifying or repackaging elements.



Not export the element's version history.

Use vCenter Orchestrator configuration elements for all the attributes that have dependencies on the
environment to allow orchestration content to be moved from one Orchestrator server to another without
requiring the workflows to be edited or the attribute values to be modified. It is recommended that you
provide configuration workflows with the solution, set the configuration, and update the configuration
attribute values if needed.
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Orchestrated vCloud Environments
There are specific environments for some parts of the solution development lifecycle.
Figure 27. Orchestrated vCloud Environments

Developer Environment
The recommended development environment is as follows:






Allocate one development server per developer. Sharing a single development server among different
developers is not recommended for the following reasons:
o

The server may have to be restarted to install or upgrade plug-ins under development, thus
creating downtime.

o

The server may have to be configured for a particular environment for a given developer.

o

Two or more developers hanging the same element—for example, editing a workflow—at the
same time is not supported and can result in data being overwritten.

Use the developer workstation as the vCenter Orchestrator development server:
o

Provides integration within the development tool chain. For example, the plug-in development
environment.

o

The vCenter Orchestrator client used to develop the workflows relies on its connection to the
server. If the network connection is lost, the changes since the last save are lost.

For unit testing purposes, the developer server should be configured in a vCloud development
environment, with the components defined in the reference architecture plus additional integrations as
required. This can either be a simple, small environment for each developer or shared among
developers. Ideally, this environment should be local, but it can be remote. For example, a vCenter
Orchestrator client and server can be installed on a laptop and used to connect to vCloud Director
over a WAN.
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The vCenter Orchestrator client is not optimized for connecting to a vCenter Orchestrator server over
a WAN or through a firewall. If remote access to a vCenter Orchestrator server is required, use
Remote Desktop Connection (RDC) to start a vCenter Orchestrator client installed on the same
server as the vCenter Orchestrator server.

Test Environment
At least one vCenter Orchestrator server should be dedicated for testing the solution and reporting bugs
back to the development team. This server should be a newly installed vCenter Orchestrator server with
the same specifications as the target production vCenter Orchestrator server. It can be deployed from a
template, reverted to snapshot when decommissioning an existing test environment, or by creating a new
vCenter Orchestrator database.
The vCloud environment should differ from the developer environment and use a configuration that
resembles the production environment as closely as possible.

Pre-Production Environment
To validate the solution with the customer, use a vCenter Orchestrator test server in a pre-production
environment, that is, connected to the production environment but not orchestrating business-critical
items or copies of them. Use this server for final validation testing and demonstration to the customer.

Production Environment
If the customer is a vCloud provider, and the orchestration solution applies to multiple organizations, use
workflows as a vCloud back end extension while respecting the organization multitenancy.
If the customer is an organization tenant, and the orchestration solution is to automate and integrate with
a specific environment, then deploy a vCenter Orchestrator in the customer‘s organization, and connect it
to an external network with access to the vCloud API.

Support Environment
To provide support in a timely manner, it is necessary to stand up the customer environment quickly.
Although the customer environment can be rebuilt from the customer-delivered packages and plug-in
archives, keeping a copy of it as a vApp enables quick resumption of the specific environment.
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